1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

Coronary artery disease (CAD) is the leading cause of death worldwide \[[@r1]\]. CAD is caused by the buildup of atheromatous plaques within the walls of the coronary arteries, which may rupture, initiating the clotting cascade and halting blood flow to the myocardium, which in turn causes ischemia or infarction \[[@r2]\]. Genetically-altered murine models are extensively used to study CAD because of the similarity of coronary anatomy between humans and mice and because the murine genome is fully mapped and easily altered \[[@r3]\]. Typically, coronary blood flow in small animals is measured with Doppler ultrasound biomicroscopy \[[@r4],[@r5]\]. *In vivo* minimally invasive imaging techniques such as optical coherence tomography (OCT) are attractive for drug studies because an animal may be imaged continually over time while applying different pharmaceutical agents \[[@r6]\]. Imaging approaches can greatly reduce the cost and quantity of animals, as well as the duration required to study cardiac function \[[@r7]\].

Doppler techniques have been applied to OCT since its invention \[[@r8]--[@r11]\] and have been extended to Fourier domain OCT (FD-OCT) \[[@r12]--[@r14]\]. FD-OCT variants (spectral domain and swept source OCT) yield higher speeds and signal-to-noise (SNR) that have extended the dynamic range of conventional optical Doppler tomography (ODT) \[[@r13]\]. While OCT provides excellent axial sectioning compared to Doppler ultrasound, it has limited penetration and is therefore limited to transparent and superficial targets. Previous ODT studies have concentrated primarily on measurement of either *in vivo* retinal blood flow \[[@r15]--[@r17]\] or cardiac dynamics in developmental models \[[@r18]--[@r20]\], because of the relative ease with which OCT and ODT signals can be obtained through the transparent media of the eye or larval tissue. In imaging blood vessels or myocardium, absorption and scattering reduce the penetration to \<2 mm, and some groups have employed index matching and blood substitutes to improve imaging performance \[[@r21],[@r22]\]. In addition to optical penetration, OCT and ODT are especially susceptible to motion, which can wash-out interferometric fringes and make phase measurement difficult. *In vivo* characterization of coronary blood flow is arduous for these reasons. Despite the significance of coronary arteries to the overall health of a subject and the importance of the murine model in investigation of heart disease, to date, no direct measure of coronary artery blood flow using ODT has been performed. In this investigation, we use spectral domain optical Doppler tomography (SD-ODT) to study coronary blood flow dynamics and the structural features of the epicardial and intra-myocardial murine coronary arteries \~50-100 µm in diameter.

We performed several experiments designed to quantify the amplitude and dynamics of blood flow in murine coronary arteries. The studies lay the ground-work for future investigations of blood flow in coronary arteries in mice and humans. In humans, endoscopic intravascular SD-OCT is already being performed to assess vulnerable plaques \[[@r23]\]. SD-ODT may eventually provide a direct measure of coronary blood flow changes or other measures of cardiac function after the application of new pharmaceutical agents to determine toxicity or efficacy. The application of SD-ODT to coronary arteries may lead to a better understanding of vascular flow dynamics and the causes and treatment of CAD.

2. Materials and methods {#sec1-2}
========================

2.1. SD-ODT system {#sec2-1}
------------------

[Figure 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1SD-ODT system for measurement of murine blood flow. shows a diagram of the SD-ODT system used to image murine epicardial and intra-myocardial coronary arteries. SD-ODT is implemented in a straight-forward manner because the optical spectrum is readily available from the sensor and thus phase of the interference fringes can be easily extracted, and processed to determine relative flow velocity.

To focus incident light on the intact open chest murine heart, we used a telecentric scan lens (SL, Thorlabs). A turning mirror (TM) folds the imaging beam down into the open thorax of the animal. A lens relay (O1 and L) behind SL sets the proper magnification through the system. The SD-OCT hardware is configured in a conventional manner, with a fiber interferometer (50/50 fiber coupler), and spectrometer comprised of a transmission grating, a linear detector, and optical objectives. The imaging and spectrometer objectives (O1 and O2) are custom designed multi-element objectives optimized for field flatness and low chromatic aberration. The 850-nm imaging source (Superlum Broadlighter D855-HP2) was protected from optical feedback with an in-line fiber isolator (I) and polarization controllers (PC) were used to balance *s*- and *p*-plane polarization states emitted from the source and launched into the two interferometer arms.

2.2. Animal preparation {#sec2-2}
-----------------------

The C57blk mice used in the study (n = 6) had an average age of 38.4 weeks and were all male. Animals were first anesthetized with isoflurane prior to performing any surgical procedures. Anesthesia was maintained throughout the experiment with 1-2% isoflurane delivered via a ventilator. An anterior thoracotomy was performed under a surgical microscope on the anesthetized mouse to expose the heart and innominate and carotid arteries. Mice were prepared and positioned on an imaging platform consisting of a 3-axis translation stage that allowed fine positioning of the SD-OCT probe beam on the heart. After a mouse was surgically opened, the animal was moved from the surgical microscope to the imaging platform and positioned under the output scan lens of the SD-OCT imaging system. The imaging beam was focused on either epicardial, intra-myocardial coronary or carotid arteries. After imaging all mice were euthanized via exsanguination (LV puncture) while still under isoflurane anesthesia.

While recording some SD-OCT images, the ventilator was turned off for a few seconds to reduce amplitude of motion. The duration that the ventilator was off was too short (equivalent to the time between breaths in humans) to affect normal arterial blood flow. In some experiments, we infused the arteries with a low-contrast, albumin-based blood substitute for enhanced visualization of arteries \[[@r21]\]. The procedure was not believed to affect the short-term amplitude or dynamics of arterial blood flow.

2.3. Flow measurements {#sec2-3}
----------------------

Our phase analysis techniques are based upon those developed previously for time-domain and spectral-domain OCT \[[@r11],[@r13]\] where the phase difference between successive A-scans is calculated. The phase analysis technique removes some bulk motion artifact \[[@r13]\] and includes a phase noise reduction technique by thresholding the phase image based upon the signal in the accompanying reflectance image. A standard OCT processing engine, including the phase analysis algorithm, is implemented in firmware executed on a graphical processor unit (GPU) for increased computational speed.

3. Results {#sec1-3}
==========

3.1. ODT analysis techniques {#sec2-4}
----------------------------

OCT reflectance scan across mouse coronary and carotid (for comparison) arteries are shown in [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2Single OCT images of (a) mouse carotid (lumen labeled c) and (b) heart wall and coronary arteries. Several epicardial (e) and intra-myocardial (i) vessels are labeled accordingly. Scale bar = 200 µm.. Due to incomplete penetration through the entire thickness of the carotid artery, we did not measure flow rates in this vessel. We measured flow and examined structural features in the coronary arteries from \~10-50 µm in diameter within \~100-200 µm of the heart surface.

Several variables are considered and accounted for in the experimental SD-OCT instrument design. First, to maintain correlation for proper phase measurement, significant spatial beam overlap must exist for successive A-scans \[[@r11]\]. Without sufficient beam overlap, successive A-scans become uncorrelated, and the SNR of the phase signal degrades and approaches that for a random process. The beam overlap constraint places limitations on the overall scan length, number of pixels, and imaging speed. In our setup, the spot size was \~17 µm for the front scan lens (Thorlabs LSM03-BB) and the pixel size never exceeded 2 µm so the beam overlap was always above \~90%. To capture the temporal dynamics of arterial blood flow, the imaging speed was increased with respect to the cardiac cycle. For a fixed linear detector line rate (53 kHz), this was done by decreasing the number of A-scans in the image but with consideration to the aforementioned beam overlap constraint. We typically acquired images at 45, 90, and 180 fps with 1024, 512, and 256 A-scans, respectively. The scan length was typically 1 mm for 1024 and 512 A-scan images and 0.5 mm for 256 A-scans images.

Bulk tissue motion is one of greatest challenges for ODT imaging of coronary arteries overlying a beating heart, absent a robust axial tracker with micron-level precision. For time-domain OCT systems, the problem is difficult to address. But the improvements in speed and SNR with the Fourier domain OCT approach can be applied to more reliably quantify peak blood flow in the coronary and carotid arteries. Bulk motion of the heart is primarily due to ejection (systole) and passive filling (diastole) of blood in the ventricles during the cardiac cycle. However, a significant fraction of the motion, especially in the carotid artery, is from inspiration and expiration of air by the lungs during the respiratory cycle. Slowly varying intra-frame motion, compared to the 53 kHz sensor line rate, caused the image to shift axially but did not perturb the phase image. More rapid inter-frame motion often caused phase distortion at lateral positions across the scan, often disrupting the entire phase measurement. We were able to record ODT phase images despite this motion. As mentioned above, we very briefly (few seconds) turned off the respirator while recording images. No attenuation in coronary flow amplitude or heart rate was observed while the ventilator was turned off.

The 53 kHz line rate limits the maximum detectable frequency shift to 26.5 kHz. In practice, we reduced our line scan rate (to 46 kHz) to accommodate some electronic delays in the instrumentation (real-time processing board and framegrabber). The minimum detectable phase shift, measured from the standard deviation of the phase difference from a stationary coverslip (no scanning) \[[@r13]\], was 0.03 radians (1.6°). This translates to a minimal detectable Doppler frequency shift of \~145 Hz. Quantization of the phase image to 8-bits may be the limiting factor in this measurement and not the actual system phase stability.

In addition to our custom phase processing analysis algorithm, we applied several techniques to improve phase SNR and accuracy, including averaging across the cardiac cycle \[[@r18]\] and phase wrapping. [Figure 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3Example of phase averaging and phase unwrapping techniques applied to murine coronary artery phase maps. (a) Single intensity image. Single phase images (b) without and (c) with wrapping. (d) Composite intensity image from 13 frames synchronized to the same point in the cardiac cycle and aligned spatially. Composite phase images (e) without and (f) with wrapping. Phase scale for the wrapped images (b, e) is ±π and for the unwrapped images (c, f) is ±2π. Scale bar = 200 µm (Media 1: 8.5 Mb). illustrates these techniques. A single OCT intensity image and its corresponding phase image are shown in [Figs. 3(a) and (b)](#g003){ref-type="fig"}. Three superficial vessels are observed where flow is resolved in the phase image and one deeper vessel is partially resolved but beyond the penetration depth of the 850-nm source for flow measurements. Note the extensive phase wrapping in the vessel with highest blood flow. [Figure 3(c)](#g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the same image with the semi-automated phase unwrapping algorithm applied. The phase unwrapping algorithm consisted of several steps. First, block statistics were calculated across the entire phase image using a 32 × 32 pixel window, and the block with the maximum variance was identified as the region most likely to contain the vessel. Regions-of-interest manually selected by the operator were used in the event of vessel identification failure. Second, the centroid of the region was calculated as the vessel center. Third, the unwrapping algorithm was applied with a threshold set by the operator. The unwrapping algorithm identified pixels whose sign is reversed from surrounding pixels. (The algorithm assumes there is not multiple wraps of phase ‒ which is a good assumption for the flow velocity in this study.) Finally, the unwrapped phase region is combined with into the original phase image, which was re-scaled to account for the large phase range. The range on the unwrapped image increased from ±π to ±2π and so the phase noise is at a lower gray-level amplitude.

A composite OCT intensity image averaged across 13 cardiac cycles is shown in [Fig. 3(d)](#g003){ref-type="fig"}. The composite phase image was generated by manually gating and averaging the images with respect to the cardiac cycle, using several parameters taken from both the intensity and phase images, including the position and curvature of the heart wall, the shape and appearance of the vessels, the appearance of bulk motion phase artifact, the appearance of blood flow phase wrapping, and the peak flow profile. Composite phase images without and with unwrapping are shown in [Figs. 3(e) and (f)](#g003){ref-type="fig"}. Without unwrapping, the phase profile shape is not circular because wrapped pixels distort the average. With wrapping, the phase profile for the vessel is circular.

The accompanying video (Media 1) shows the OCT reflectance and phase images (upper and lower panels, respectively) from five cardiac cycles in the presence of bulk motion, with bulk depth motion corrected, and with temporal averaging (left, middle, and right panels, respectively). The temporal averaging panels are repeated for the five cycles.

The peak phase was measured by computing average phase profiles across the coronary lumen. Phase noise can be reduced by averaging across frames or across spatial dimensions. Averaging across multiple horizontal or vertical profiles will result in distortion of the flow profile because only a single scan will pass through the precise vessel center. Radial profiling allows phase noise reduction compared to single profiles while maintaining the flow profile shape. Radial profiling is accomplished by selecting a circular region coarsely centered on the vessel, generating a series of cross-sections in a radial (or star) pattern, and averaging the resultant cross-sections. In this study, for this size vessels, we averaged 25 cross-sections comprised of 50 A-scans. [Figure 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 4Comparison of profile types. Profiles are separated by π/4 for clarity. show a comparison among single profiles, multiple linear profiles, and radial profiles across a coronary artery. While the single profiles exhibit significant phase noise, the linear and radial profiles have lower noise compared to one another.

Considering the advantages of reduced phase noise and more precise alignment of the profile with respect to the lumen center, all blood velocity calculations were made using radial profiles. [Figure 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 5Radial phase profiles of peak blood flow in coronary arteries from images shown in [Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"}. (a) Single frame; (b) Composite frame (13 co-added cardiac cycle synchronized frames). Parabolic fit is shown for unwrapped profiles. shows radial phase profiles for the images shown in [Fig. 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"}. Flow in the coronary vessels is laminar Poiseuille flow with a parabolic shape (fit in [Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"}). The single phase images with and without wrapping are shown in [Fig. 5(a)](#g005){ref-type="fig"} while the composite images with and without wrapping are shown in [Fig. 5(b)](#g005){ref-type="fig"}. The Doppler frequency shift measured for the wrapped, single frame profile is 28.0 kHz.

Flow amplitude in a radial profile (or any averaged profile) represents the average flow profile across the vessel and may be lower than the instantaneous peak flow represented in individual phase pixels. Radial profiling provides spatial averaging. Similarly, the flow amplitude in composite images is usually lower than in single images because it represents the average flow profile across several cardiac cycles. Averaging images provides temporal averaging. The flow amplitude calculated thus depends upon the information sought. In this report, we sought to measure the peak flow profile across the vessel rather than the maximum flow velocity achieved at any point across the lumen. Also, we sought to measure the peak flow at any point in any cardiac cycle. The flow calculations presented below use radial profiles for spatial average on a single frame for no temporal averaging.

3.2. Structural changes in the surrounding myocardium {#sec2-5}
-----------------------------------------------------

We observed several structural changes to the vessel and surrounding myocardium during the cardiac cycle in the intensity-phase image pair. First, the vessel morphology often changed shape ‒ becoming oblong in the transverse plane ‒ immediately after peak flow, as shown in [Figs. 6(b)](#g006){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 6Images illustrating conformation of vessel morphology during cardiac cycle. Scale bar = 200 µm. and [6(e)](#g006){ref-type="fig"}. Also, in some instances we observed one frame of negative flow in the opposite direction of normal flow ([Fig. 6f](#g006){ref-type="fig"}).

3.3. Blood flow measurements {#sec2-6}
----------------------------

To quantify blood velocity in the coronary vessels, we measured the peak phase shift and angle between vessel and imaging beam. The blood velocity, *v*, is computed from
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where *T* is the time between adjacent A-scans. The line scan rate used for the 1024-pixel camera was typically 46.1 kHz so the maximum detectable Doppler frequency before wrapping was ±23.0 kHz.

To obtain an accurate measure of vessel angle with respect to the imaging beam, we acquired 3-D volumes of the myocardium along the vessel and measured the vessel displacement along the optical axis (*z*) from the OCT intensity images. Because we did not register images to remove bulk motion associated with the beating heart, the vessel angle is convolved with this bulk motion. [Figure 7](#g007){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 7Vessel angle displacement (x, y) measurement from a 3-D OCT volume. shows the results. The cardiac cycle is more apparent in the vertical displacement than the horizontal displacement. Changes in the morphology of the vessel may account for this. A simple linear regression fit through the displacement values renders the result insensitive to the bulk heart motion and also obviates any need for registration of the vessel through the complex heart motion. From the displacement results, the compound angle (*A* + *B*) can be calculated from the trigonometric identity:
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For the displacement results shown in [Fig. 7](#g007){ref-type="fig"}, we calculated an angle of 69° with respect to the incident beam. The maximum coronary blood flow velocity computed from the Doppler phase shift calculated above and this beam-vessel orientation angle (assuming an average tissue refractive index of 1.4 and a wavelength of 840 nm) is 23.5 mm/s.

To quantify the phase variation for a single animal, we examined coronary artery radial profiles in the peak velocity frame for 19 consecutive cardiac cycles ([Fig. 8](#g008){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 8Average, average + SD, and average-SD radial profiles across a coronary artery for a single animal through 19 consecutive cardiac cycles.). The average minimum phase difference was −3.66 radians (min‒max: −2.62 ‒ −4.61 radians) and the phase variance (standard deviation) was 0.48 radians, or \~13%. We obtained similar results for both 90 and 180 fps, and so the peak velocity was sufficiently sampled across the cardiac cycle for these rates. The variance was slightly lower (11%) when computed for the minimum of the fit rather than the minimum of the raw phase value.

We also examined the peak phase difference associated with coronary blood flow in all six mice imaged in this study ([Fig. 9](#g009){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 9Peak radial flow profiles of coronary arteries in the six mice used in this study. The animal number is shown above each profile and the phase image below each curve.) to characterize the magnitude of variance between animals. We first selected a single phase image that represented the peak coronary blood flow for each animal. A parabolic fit was applied to the radial profile through the vessel and the phase at the minimum of the fit for the animals was compared. Because of vessel orientation with respect to the scan beam, flow in one animal (3391) was in the opposite direction as that for the other animals. To facilitate comparison, the phase profile was inverted prior to averaging. The average minimum phase difference was −2.64 radians (min‒max: −0.79 ‒ −4.89 radians) and the variance (standard deviation) between minima was 1.42 radians, or 54%.

We examined the temporal dynamics of coronary blood flow at high speed frame rates (up to 180 fps). High frame rates were achieved by reducing the number of A-scans in the frame to 256 but without any significant loss of intensity or phase information. The scan length was also reduced to maintain beam overlap. [Figure 10](#g010){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 10Temporal dynamics of an epicardial coronary artery and adjacent myocardium during one cardiac cycle. The frames have been aligned axially. Scale bar = 100 µm (Media 2: 5.6 Mb). shows a sequence of images recorded at 180 fps for one complete cardiac cycle. The accompanying video (Media 2) shows four cycles at a reduced rate (10 fps). The frames have been aligned axially for comparison in the presence of significant myocardial motion. The mouse in [Fig. 10](#g010){ref-type="fig"} had a heart rate of \~8.6 bps and so the duration of a cardiac cycle was \~117 ms. Coronary artery flow occurred during \~57% of the cycle (60-70 ms).

Flow in the coronary arteries occurs predominantly during the diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle, when the myocardium is relaxing and the left ventricle filling. (This turns out to be a serendipitous circumstance for phase imaging because the frames with flow are not corrupted by bulk or local myocardial motion.) The epicardial vessel shown in [Fig. 10](#g010){ref-type="fig"} remains patent during the entire cardiac cycle. The peak of systole ‒ rapid ejection of blood into the aorta ‒ occurred at f226 and f248, between which the flow sequence in [Fig. 10](#g010){ref-type="fig"} was recorded. During rapid ejection, the surface of the myocardium moves nearly 1 mm axially and the phase images exhibit artifact associated with this bulk motion (f248). The rapid motion can also cause fringe wash-out and momentary loss of intensity in the reflectance image (f247). During rapid ejection of the left ventricle, the shape of the coronary arteries became most asymmetric (i.e., elongated in horizontal axis, f228), although vessel elongation also occurred during flow (see [Fig. 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"}). Immediately after left ventricle rapid ejection, there is no flow in the coronary arteries (f229-f231), and the vessel appears as a void in the intensity frame, with reduced number of scatterers (e.g., erythrocytes). When coronary flow begins near the beginning of diastole, it is accompanied by a spreading wave of local myocardial relaxation (f233-f236). Peak flow was reached within \~25 ms and maintained for \~25 ms. After peak flow, there is a rapid period of flow reversal followed by a diminution of forward flow velocity before a repeat of the cardiac cycle beginning with rapid ejection during the onset of systole.

The radial profiles for the flow frames (i.e., during diastole) shown in [Fig. 10](#g010){ref-type="fig"} are plotted in [Fig. 11](#g011){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 11Flow profiles for individual frames across a single cardiac cycle (shown in [Fig. 10](#g010){ref-type="fig"}). Each profile is offset by 100 µm. The frame number and time after cycle start (f233) are shown.. The radial profiles were shifted in phase to aid comparison of flow magnitude. The radial profiles quantify the observations made from the images, where the flow increases to its peak value within \~25 ms, maintained a constant value for nearly the same duration (from \~25 to 50 ms after coronary flow initiation), was followed by a rapid transient reversal in flow for a short duration (\~5 ms), and finally a decrease in flow. Although the sequence of this cardiac cycle was typical, not all cycles for this animal exhibited this pattern. In some cycles, no coronary flow reversal was observed, although this could have been because the flow reversal occurs very rapidly and was missed even at 180 fps.

4. Discussion {#sec1-4}
=============

Flow in the left main coronary arteries of 10 week and 2 year old mice was previously measured with Doppler ultrasound to be 35.4 ± 1.4 and 24.8 ± 1.6 cm/s, respectively \[[@r4]\]. The measurements in this paper were performed on more distal epicardial and intra-myocardial coronary arteries and so it is not unexpected that the flow amplitude would be an order of magnitude smaller due to segmentation of flow as the coronaries branch into smaller vessels.

The phase variability for measurements on a single vessel in a single animal was 10-15%. This variation is reasonable considering that, for some angular regions close to perpendicular, a 5° change in vessel angle with respect to the incident beam can cause a change of more than 30% in the measured velocity. Consequently, any variation in the incident angle will be observed as a change in phase amplitude for the same velocity. Angle variations during the large excursions that accompanied ejection in systole, even for measurements performed on consecutive beats on the same vessel of the same animal contributed to measurement variability. The incident beam may have probed a different point along the vessel axis where the velocity was higher or lower, although the variation in flow velocity along the vessel is not expected to be large. Also, the peak flow may not have been imaged when it occurred. This is probably less likely because near maximum flow was maintained in these coronary arteries for \~25 ms and so would be missed only for frame rates \<40 fps. Also, the variability was about the same for frames rates of 90 and 180 fps. Finally, it is probable that the source of some component of the variability can be attributed to real anatomical and physiological sources of variation rather than measurement error. However, from the results of previous Doppler ultrasound studies, this is expected to be \<10% \[[@r4]\].

We expected and our observations confirm that the variance between animals is higher than between cycles for a single animal. The sources of variation are the same as the single animal measurements but with a larger magnitude. For example, the ability to control the incident beam angle with respect to the vessel was limited with the three-axis stage that was used. Also, there were additional anatomical and physiological variations present (e.g., vessel diameter, scan position with respect to vessel branching, real velocity differences) when imaging one animal in comparison to another. Even in the same animal in adjacent coronary arteries, the flow was significantly different. Therefore, a large component of the variability from animal to animal may have been real flow velocity differences. Measurement of the vessel angle and full mapping of the coronary vasculature are challenges for repeatability necessary for small animal studies.

The short duration flow reversal occurs at the beginning of systole when the A-V values close and pressure in the ventricles begins to increase. After flow reversal, for an equally short duration, the remaining blood in the coronary arteries flows into the contracting myocardium before flow stops completely at the peak of systole (when the intra-myocardial vessels become completely closed). The aorta supplies the coronary artery flow passively during diastole. During rapid ejection, after the aortic value opens, flow in the coronary circulation is minimal, although the epicardial vessels remain patent (as observed in this study).

In order to make SD-ODT a better tool for use in small animal studies, several challenges must be overcome. Although SD-ODT provides excellent lateral and axial resolution of structural features and flow in small coronary arteries and veins that cannot be accomplished using Doppler ultrasound, it also has some limitations. The penetration depth is limited but can be extended with use of longer wavelengths and transparent blood substitutes. The high SD-ODT measurement speed can provide 3-D mapping of the coronary circulation and instantaneous measurement of vessel angle. (Other techniques, such a measurement of Doppler broadening and dual-beam configurations, have been implemented to eliminate or reduce the angular ambiguity \[[@r6],[@r24]\]). These advances will make it easier to implement SD-ODT for *in vivo* longitudinal studies of flow in small animals. For example, it is conceivable that an implantable endoscopic SD-ODT probe could reliably and reproducibly measure flow rates to quantify the efficacy and toxicity of drugs designed to improve cardiac perfusion and function. This development could significantly impact the study of coronary artery disease.
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